
David Gonzalez 

David is a self-taught chameleonic musician that has played almost all musical styles and 
from different roles, as a singer, guitarist, songwriter , bassist, arranger and producer. 

From early childhood David (Madrid, 1975) had a wide range of musical influences from 
his family home. From Copla and Flamenco, to Symphonic Rock and Techno, passing 
through all the melodic music of the 80's / 90's. As a good teenager, he looked for 
something different and so was surrounded by Hip Hop and Rap tapes at first, and then 
jazz and mainly blues, which he approaches with the harmonica and later as a singer and 
guitarist.     

He started playing guitar as a game with his brothers and then it became his companion 
until today. Composing since adolescence, at age of 16 he was singing and writing the 
lyrics of the Blues/Rock band “Nocturband”, with whom he played in mythical clubs like 
Sala Midnight, La Sala, Salsa Parking and A Diario among others.  His role as bassist 
introduced him to the flamenco fusion music accompanying to guitarist Ramon Vallejo. 
This process breaks all his internal musical schemes and after two years, when he returns 
playing guitar back, everything he played had a flamenco flavour. He decides to end some 
compositions that even if they sounds like flamenco, were created from a completely 
different territory.  

After meeting Guillermo Garcia "El Guille",they put together all the pieces of the puzzle 
that until then had no name, to form Gonsaalez Project in 2005. After a year of trials with 
bassist Albert Anguela and flutist Bruno Duque, presenter start the project in small rooms 
to finish playing at the legendary Sala Galileo Galilei.   

He has studied with Cameroons bassist Apollinaire (Apolobass), Rafa Vidal, Hector Garcia 
Roel, Nono Garcia and Rafael Riqueni. In 2008 after two years studying Double Bass and 
passed the examination degree of classical guitar at the Conservatory of Music in Madrid, 
ends studying in "Ateneo Jazz Madrid " directed by guitarist and musical school teacher 
Felix Santos.   

David has worked with Geronimo Maya, David Garcia " El Indio ," John Adeleye , Gloria 
Garcia , Gak Jone , David Jordan , DeeLee Dube, Natalia Vergara and Roberta France. 
Currently David combines his role as a session musician, music producer and arranger 
(Surianne , Carlos Paul ... ) while teaches guitar, improvisation and creativity in various 
centers in London. 


